This paper presents a comprehensive introduction to the ELAN rule-based programming language. We describe the main features of the language, the ELAN environment, and introduce bibliographic references to various papers addressing foundations, implementation and applications of ELAN.
Introduction
The ELAN system 18] provides an environment for specifying and prototyping deduction systems in a language based on rules controlled by strategies. Its purpose is to support the design of theorem provers, logic programming languages, constraints solvers and decision procedures and to o er a modular framework for studying their combination. ELAN takes from functional programming the concept of abstract data types and the function evaluation principle based on rewriting. But rewriting is inherently non-deterministic since several rules can be applied at di erent positions in a same term, and in ELAN, a computation may have several results. This aspect is taken into account through choice operations and a backtracking capability. One of the main originality of the language is to provide strategy constructors to specify whether a function call returns several, at-least one or only one result. This declarative handling of non-determinism is part of a strategy language allowing the programmer to specify the control on rules application. This is in contrast to many existing rewriting-based languages where the term reduction strategy is hard-wired and not accessible to the designer of an application. The strategy language o ers primitives for sequential composition, iteration, deterministic and non-deterministic choices of elementary strategies that are labelled rules. From these primitives, more complex strategies can be expressed. In addition the user can introduce new strategy operators and de ne them by rewrite rules. Evaluation of strategy application is itself based on rewriting. So the simple and well-known paradigm of rewriting provides both the logical framework in which deduction systems can be expressed and combined, and the evaluation mechanism of the language.
The purpose of this paper is to summarize ELAN features, library and environment and to provide a guide to the literature on the language.
The main features of the ELAN language are presented in Section 2. The current version of ELAN includes an interpreter and a compiler written respectively in C++ and Java, a library of standard ELAN modules, a user manual and examples of applications. The di erent components of the environment are described in Section 3. Section 4 provides a commented bibliography on foundations, implementation and applications of ELAN. Section 5 shortly compares ELAN with the existing rule-based systems. More informations together with the current version of the system can be found on the WEB site 2 .
2 The speci cation language
The speci cation formalism provided in the ELAN system is close to the algebraic speci cation formalism. Signatures introduce sorts of data and operations applied of them. One particularity of ELAN is to provide mix x syntax for operators. For de ning Booleans for instance, a sort Bool is declared inhabited by two constants true and false. Boolean terms are constructed with operators and, or, not. Attributes assocLeft, assocRight and AC may be used to declare an operator as left-associative, right-associative for parsing purposes, or associative and commutative. The associativity and commutativity axioms are called structural axioms and their application is embedded into the matching process. Priorities may be de ned too, using the attribute pri, and aliased syntactic forms for an operator are introduced with an attribute alias. In the algebraic style, the semantics of operations on data is described by a set of rst-order formulas. In ELAN, the formulas are a very general form of rewrite rules with conditions and local evaluations. For instance, simple rewrite rules for booleans are given as follows: The two values true and false are said irreducible or in normal form. This set of rules is terminating and con uent, which ensures that any boolean formula has a unique normal form. For such systems, it is not needed to specify in which order the rules are applied, nor at which position in the term. The ELAN system adopts in such a case a strategy by default which selects the leftmost and innermost redex at each step. However in many situations, and especially to deal with non-con uent or non-terminating rewrite systems, it is suitable to express which rule to apply. For specifying this kind of control, ELAN introduces the possibility to name rules, using brackets in front of a rule to enclose its name. In the previous boolean example, the names are unspeci ed and such rules are said unlabelled. The capability of specifying control is a main originality of ELAN compared to other speci cation languages. Let us explain in more details how to build strategies that compute one or several results, specify the order of applied rules, or iterate as much as possible the application of a strategy or a rule on a term.
Strategies Speci cation
A labelled rule is the most elementary strategy and is called a primal strategy.
The result of applying a rule labelled lab on a term t is a set of terms. Note that there may be several rules with the same label. If no rule labelled lab applies on the term t, the set of results is empty and we say that the rule lab fails. To understand why applying one rule at the top of a term can yield several results, one has to know that local assignments in a rewrite rule can call strategies on subterms. If the strategy in a local assignment has several results, so has the rewrite rule. A labelled rule lab can be considered as the simplest form of a strategy which returns all results of the rule application. As any strategy, lab can also be encapsulated by an operator dc one that returns a non-deterministically chosen result. In that case, dc one(lab) returns at most one result. In addition ELAN provides a few built-in strategy operators that take possibly several strategies as arguments and can be used to build new strategies:
the concatenation operator denoted ; builds the sequential composition of two strategies S 1 and S 2 . The strategy S 1 ; S 2 fails if S 1 fails, otherwise it returns all results (maybe none) of S 2 applied to the results of S 1 ; the dk operator, with a variable arity, is an abbreviation of dont know choose.
dk(S 1 ; : : : ; S n ) takes all strategies given as arguments, and returns, for each of them the set of all its results. dk(S 1 ; : : :; S n ) fails if all strategies S 1 ; : : :; S n fail.
the dc operator, with a variable arity, is an abbreviation of dont care choose.
dc(S 1 ; : : : ; S n ) selects only one strategy that does not fail among its arguments, say S i , and returns all its results. dc(S 1 ; : : : ; S n ) fails if all strategies S 1 ; : : :; S n fail. How to choose S i is not speci ed. a speci c way to choose an S i is provided by the rst operator that selects the rst strategy that does not fail among its arguments, and returns all its results. So if S i is selected, this means that all strategies S 1 ; : : :; S i?1 have failed. Again rst(S 1 ; : : : ; S n ) fails if all strategies S 1 ; : : :; S n fail.
if only one result is wanted, one can use the operators rst one or dc one that select a non-failing strategy among their arguments (either the rst or anyone respectively), and return a non-deterministically chosen result of the selected strategy. id is the identity strategy that does nothing, and never fails. fail always fails and returns an empty set of results. 4
repeat*(S) iterates the strategy S until it fails and then returns the last obtained result. repeat*(S) never fails and terminates only when S fails.
iterate*(S) is similar to repeat*(S), except that it returns all intermediate results of successive applications of S.
In addition to these primitive strategy operators, the user can de ne new strategy operators and strategy rules for their evaluation 3].
Non-deterministic Computations
In order to illustrate these constructions, let us write a program that computes the images by a given function f of every element occurring in an input list. and nally f(c). If f is de ned as the identity on Element, we get a strategy called listExtract that extracts all elements of a list. This illustrates how the notion of strategy can be used to compute a set of normal forms without using explicitly a notion of set.
Rules Speci cation
Until now, we have seen how to apply labelled rules and strategies at the top of a term. In order to apply strategies on subterms, the syntax of rewrite rules has been enriched by local evaluations, used to call strategies, to factorise sequences of computations and to specify conditions of application. The general syntax of an ELAN rule is as follows: After the selection of a rule by matching its left-hand side to the term to reduce, the local evaluations are evaluated in order and potentially enrich the matching substitution. If no evaluation fails, the rule can apply and the resulting term is built from the right-hand side and the enriched matching substitution. Let us see the three kinds of local evaluations which signi cantly increase the expressivity of rewrite rules:
A condition is a boolean expression c introduced by the keyword if. The term c is put in normal form and compared to the prede ned boolean value true. If they are equal, the condition is satis ed, and the next local evaluation is considered. Otherwise, one backtracks on the previous local evaluation.
A local assignment where v:=(S) t allows calling a strategy. First the term t is normalised w.r.t. all unlabelled rules, then the strategy S is applied on its normal form. In practice only one result of S on t is computed and assigned to the variable v. If S fails, the local assignment fails too and backtracking is applied. Another result of the strategy S on t may be required by the backtracking mechanism. The notion of local assignment has been extended to a matching condition where p:=(S) t where p is now a term. In that case, the term p is matched to the result of S on t, which provides values for the variables of p. The third kind of local evaluation allows factorisation of computations, with the construction choose try ... end. This is especially useful when there are several rules with the same left-hand side: In order to reduce the term f(a) for instance, a rule is selected, say the rst one. Assume that the strategy s1 on the term a fails. In this case, the second rule is tried and the normal form of g(a) is re-computed. To avoid this kind of redundancy, one can use the choose try ... end construc-tion and write the equivalent ELAN 
Modularity and parameterization
ELAN is a modular language that allows parameterized modules. It provides also a more subtle parameterization through the use of preprocessing as described in the next section. Each module de nes a computational system composed of sets of sorts, operators, rewrite rules, strategy operators and strategy rules. It can import other modules, via a keyword import followed by one or several module names. In a rst approach an importation can be seen as a textual copy of the imported module in the importing one. But it is useful to specify that some operations are local and only visible in the module they belong to. The keyword local is used to declare that an operator or a rule is locally visible but hidden outside of the module. The dual keyword global makes an operator or a rule visible outside the module where it is de ned. When a module is imported, the importation is itself speci ed as local or global. Entities visible as global in a module imported as global remain visible as global, whilst global entities become local if the module is imported as local.
The prototyping environment
The ELAN prototyping environment is made of several components. A library provides the user with a collection of modules that may be imported and reused in various applications. The preprocessor expands a few concise constructions allowed in the language. The parser checks the syntax of programs and verify that terms are syntactically well-formed. The interpreter is an interactive tool allowing the user to check that the results he expects are indeed obtained. The compiler transforms speci cations into independent executable C code. 7
few basic operations on terms (occurrence test and replacement).
Recently, the standard input/output primitives have been also fully integrated in the system as built-in. A built-in module can be imported and used as any ELAN module but it only contains a declaration of built-in operations which are mapped to internal functions thanks to the special code attribute. In addition, several modules implementing in ELAN useful data structures are provided in the ELAN library, such as modules de ning parameterized lists, tuples and arrays. Other structures are more speci c to the application domains, and the ELAN library provides modules to manipulate terms, substitutions, equational systems and to perform syntactic uni cation. This enumeration is not exhaustive and the library is continuously enriched by new modules written in ELAN. A third level in the library is provided by functionalities related to the strategy language. The syntactic constructions of the strategy language which do not depend on the user speci cations are described in an ELAN module of the library. Operations to dynamically create typed strategies are provided 3,1]. This module dedicated to user-de ned strategies has to be imported for using the full expressivity of the strategy language in ELAN programs.
Parser
Since ELAN allows the user to de ne his own syntax by giving a signature with a mix x syntax, the syntactic analysis is already complex and it is not possible to use generators like Lex and Yacc, except for the xed part of the syntax which excludes user-de ned terms. So the Earley algorithm is used to analyse the part of programs which depends on the user-de ned syntax for terms, while the other part is analysed by an automaton generated by a Yacc-like tool.
Preprocessor
The ELAN syntax provides a few fancy constructions: for instance the construction P So the preprocessor may be used to automatically generate parts of specications used to analyse the rest of a program. It should be emphasised that it needs all the power of the ELAN interpreter to perform its task: in the previous example, the strategy listExtract has to be executed before further analysis. This illustrates the strong interaction between the parser, the preprocessor and the interpreter.
Interpreter
The interpreter takes a well-formed program and a well-formed query (both checked by the parser) and applies the rules and strategies de ned in the program to the query. In order to nd which rules can apply, the selection is guided by the top symbol of the rules: only those rules whose left-hand side has the same top symbol as the term to be reduced are selected. They are then tried in the order given in the program. Another kind of choices arbitrarily made by the interpreter is made for the strategy dc(S 1 ; :::; S n ) that should select randomly a non-failing strategy among S 1 ; :::; S n . In practice, the interpreter selects the rst one, so implements dc and rst in the same way. Note however that there exists a version of ELAN which concurrently executes the n strategies and selects the rst one which terminates without failure 4].
Once a set of rules is selected, a many-to-one matching algorithm is applied. When associative and commutative (AC for short) operators are involved, an external one-to-one AC-matching algorithm described in Eke95] is called.
This algorithm is not fully integrated in the interpreter, so data structure conversions are required and lower the e ciency of the AC-matching, already quite complex. Once a match is found, local evaluations are performed and if all succeed, the result term is built, taking advantage of the right-hand side of the rule and of term sharing. Many-to-one matching is implemented using deterministic automata.
AC symbols are handled. In order to get a good e ciency of the compiled programs, the e ort concentrated on most used patterns with at most two layers of AC symbols. Other patterns are transformed during a preprocessing step which introduces new where local assignments, and that also linearises the left-hand sides of rules. A Compact Bipartite Graph data structure is used to design an e cient many-to-one AC matching algorithm described in 23].
Due to non-deterministic strategies, particular choice point management is needed. For implementation of backtracking, two functions are usually required: the rst one, to create a choice point and save the execution environment; the second one, to backtrack to the last created choice point and restore the saved environment. Two ow control functions, set-choicepoint and fail, have been implemented in assembly language. set-choicepoint sets a choice point, and the computation goes on. The fail function performs a jump into the last call of set-choice-point. Their implementation is described in 24] . More e ciency is also achieved thanks to determinism analysis. The determinism analysis phase of the ELAN compiler annotates every rule and strategy in the program with its determinism mode for use in later phases of the compiler: matching phase, various optimisations on the generated code and detection of non termination. This work is developed in 22]. ELAN program may be completed using a completion process to provide a con uent and terminating rewrite system. Such a representation and functionalities that allow to access and modify di erent 10 parts of the format, are the basis for implementing re ection in ELAN. programming languages via a rst-order setting. Another calculus of explicit substitutions based on the -calculus is used to provide a formal speci cation of Input/Output for ELAN A fast ELAN compiler is available since a couple of years and the actual ver-sion, written in Java, encompasses an improved garbage collector and handles speci cations involving AC-symbols. Due to the promising results obtained with compilation techniques for rewriting, the development of compilers for rule-based languages has attracted considerable interest in the ASF+SDF and CafeObj communities. A common exchange format, like REF, might help in the development of a language-independent compiler for rewrite speci cations.
The ELAN system provides a powerful parser and original pre-processing facilities that allow writing modular and parametric speci cations in a userfriendly syntax. The preprocessor is very useful for writing speci cations in a concise and generic way.
On the other hand, ELAN has also a few weaknesses with respect to these other systems. First of all, the use of an exchange format for ELAN is quite new, and the REF format should only be considered as a rst attempt. On this point, there is much more expertise in ASF+SDF with the AsFix format and the toolBus architecture vdBHK97] for the interconnection of AsFix-based tools. Since the ASF+SDF system has been designed as a meta-environment for prototyping programming languages, a formalism for the syntax de nition has been carefully worked out. The ELAN system is comparable to the ASF part, but does not incorporate the facilities to specify user-de ned lexical entities.
An exchange format is also a possible solution to deal with re ection facilities which are already fully integrated into Maude Cla98] . Moreover, Maude allows several possible equational axioms on user-de ned function symbols like associativity, commutativity, identity, idempotency,... and their combinations, whilst ELAN only handles associativity-commutativity (possibly a combination of di erent AC-symbols).
Behavioural speci cations with hidden sorts and states, order-sorted sorts, and object orientation, provided in CafeObj, have not been integrated in ELAN 
